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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper, a Demster-Shafer method is proposed for engine diagnosis with incomplete information that 
obtains from multi-sensor. We apply the Dempster-Shafer method to solve fault diagnosis problems based on 
incomplete matrix of engine condition that describes an aspect of N types of engine states (or faults) that 
provided by M sensor. Thus we make rational decision with respect to this matrix. On the base of DS theory, 
first we identify all possible focal elements from the incomplete matrix, and then the basic probability 
assignment of each focal element and the belief interval of each decision alternative are calculated to identify 
the fault states of engine. Preference relations among all decision alternatives about fault states are determined 
by comparing their belief intervals. Within this framework we proposed a new way for identify the basic 
probability assignment based on ambiguity measures associated with information obtained from each sensor. 
This measure is defined by Shannon’s entropy. A numerical example is studied to illustrate the detailed 
implementation process of the DS approach and demonstrate its potential applications in dealing with decision 
alternative about engine fault diagnosis problems with incomplete information. 
Keywords: Dempster-Shafer (DS) method; fault diagnosis; multi-diagnosis decision matrix; decision-

alternative 
 

1-INTROUDUCTION 
 

The performance of structures and principle of engines and mechanical systems deteriorates 
during their service life. Therefore, the ability to fault diagnosis of these systems is becoming increasingly 
important from both economic and life-safety viewpoints. 

Single sensor cannot reliably obtain all the information required for fault diagnosis, thus engine 
diagnostics is a typically multi-sensor fusion problem. A main question in fault diagnosis technique is, 
precise and reliable information that cues about potential faults by incorporating complementary, and 
possibly redundant, multiple sensors [1]: 

There has been a substantial amount of research work that conducted in the area of decision fusion 
with regard to making more reasonable inferences based on multi-sensor information. Most of these 
methods to fault diagnosis are built around Artificial neural network (ANN), Bayes theory, fuzzy logic 
inference and Dempster–Shafer evidence theory (DS theory) [2].  

ANN based technique for fault diagnosis have been evolving in fields such as: combine the 
pressure, sound and vibration features to detect the faults of a diesel engine that is reported by Sharkey et 
al. [3], fault diagnosis method by the use of extract features from data acquired from multiple sensors 
attached on a helicopter gearbox based on fuzzy neural network that is reported by Eassawy [4], a data 
fusion method of ANN combined with wavelet analysis for structural damage detection is proposed by 
Xiao et al. [5].  

For Bayesian inference techniques for fault diagnosis, we can refer to Dromigny and Zhu [6] who 
improve the dynamic range of a real-time X-ray imaging system by integration information acquired under 
two different acquisition conditions. Lucas [7] is used Bayesian network and logical reasoning to minimize 
decision uncertainty of fault diagnosis. M.A. Rodrigues and et al. [8–12] used the Bayesian network to 
combine probabilistic reasoning with time dependent. Beck and his partners have series of research on 
Bayesian probabilistic framework for structural modal updating and damage identification  

For fuzzy logic inference, on-line health monitoring system for hydraulic pumps was propose by 
Amin et al. [13] that utilizes feature extraction, based on fuzzy inference systems and knowledge fusion. 
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Liu et al. [14] proposed a new method based on the feature level direct fuzzy data fusion approach for 
machinery fault diagnosis. The applications of fuzzy index fusion method to fuse the different indices 
derived from the same data source of a single sensor for mechanical fault diagnosis that are reported by 
Boutros and Liang. [15]. The Depmster–Shafer theory is as an extension to Bayes theory that is frequently 
used as a method for dealing with uncertain information [16]. Though Bayesian inference can be employed 
to determine the probability of a decisions correctness based on prior information, it has some 
disadvantages: (1) the knowledge required to generate the prior probability distributions may not be 
available; (2) instabilities may occur when conflicting data is presented and/or the number of unknown 
propositions is large compared to the known propositions; (3) information available to the decision-maker 
must be characterized by a specific distribution or an exact assertion of the truth of a proposition; and (4) it 
offers little opportunity to express incomplete information or partial belief [17]. 

H.F. Wang, J.P. Wang, V. Kaftandjian et.al., C.R. Parikh et al. [18,19,20] reported the application 
of Dempster-Shafer theory in fault diagnosis and defect inspection. H.F. Wang, J.P. Wang, describe a 
decision-level data fusion algorithm for condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of diesel engines.  
V. Kaftandjian et al. combined Dempster-Shafer theory and fuzzy set theory to improve the detection 
quality of weld defects. Mass function is determined with regard to uncertainty of weld defects detection. 
C.R. Parikh et al. presented the use of evidence theory to combine the outputs of two or more primary 
classifiers to improve overall classification performance. 

In this paper we approach the fault diagnosis problem in engines based on multi-sensor 
measurements with incomplete information. The DS method is proposed for this approach that allows 
decision maker, make preference judgment on fault states in engine. Preference judgment made on decision 
alternatives rather on individual decision alternative based on its incomplete decision matrix. The DS 
method is useful in that it could be an initial study of all the alternatives available, the result of which could 
lower the number of alternative that fit the limited number of opinions given so far, with only a few 
opinions stated [21]. 

We investigate the use of DS theory as a tool for multi-diagnosis decision making problems with 
incomplete information. These problems have arisen with regard to making more reasonable inferences 
based on multi-source information. Thus we use the DS method to solve the engine fault diagnosis problem 
directly based on its incomplete decision matrix. This matrix can view as a representation of fault 
prototypes. On the base of Dempster–Shafer theory, our fault diagnosis approach first identifies all possible 
focal elements directly from the incomplete decision matrix, and then it calculates the basic probability 
assignment (bpa) of each focal element. These focal elements and their bpa can be described as N types of 
faults (or states) from the multi-sensor for engine condition and their fault probability. Then belief interval 
for the possible fault states is evaluated and performance relation among all decision alternatives can be 
determined for the types of fault in the states of engine. The belief interval of each state presents the degree 
of belief about fault in that state. We view each sensor measurement as a piece of evidence that reveals 
some information about the state of the engine. Furthermore we propose a new way for defining mass 
function (or bpa) based on entropy weighting. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
some preliminary concepts of Dempster-Shafer theory. Section 3 describes a case study in which we 
evaluate Performance relation between alternative decisions. Section 4 provides some concluding remarks. 

 
2 EXPOSITION OF DEMPSTER SHAFER THEORY IN FAULT DIAGNOSIS 

 
2-1 PRELIMINARY NOTIONS OF THE DEMPSTER-SHAFER THEORY 

Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence as introduced by Dempster and extended later by Shafer [16], 
provides a technique of evaluating the basic probability assignment or bpa of decision alternative, even 
when the decision matrix is incomplete [21]. In this paper the DS method is concerned to identify engine 
fault modes from an incomplete matrix of engine quality. Let   be a finite set of elements; an element can 
be seen as a decision alternative about fault in our case.   is a frame of discernment; the set consisting of 
all the subsets of   is called the power set of  , and denoted by )(  or 2 . A basic probability 
assignment (bpa or mass function) is defined as:  1,0)(::  mm , satisfying 
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where   is an empty set, A  is any subset of  . Any subset A  of   such that 0)( Am  is called 
a focal element. In engine diagnostics, basic probability assignment (or bpa) of each focal elements can be 
considered as a degree of belief about engine states that held by an observer regarding a certain fault; 
different information or evidence can produce different degrees of belief with respect to a given fault. As 
an example, suppose that an engine may suffer from one or more of three faults A , B  and C . Then the 
frame of discernment and power set in this case are as follow: 

  is the null set which signifies a fault-free mode. It implies that there is no belief about fault 
state. If  BAX , , then X  implies the fault is either A  or B ;   implies the fault is either A , B  or C . 
In this theory the belief and plausibility functions are defined as: 
 

  



AB

BmABelandBel )()(1,0)(:   (2) 
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The belief function )(ABel  measures the total amount of probability that must be distributed 
among the elements of A ; it reflects inevitability and signifies the total degree of belief of A  and 
constitutes a lower limit function on the probability of A . In our case a fault it represents the exact support 
to A  about fault. On the other hand, the plausibility function )(APl  measures the maximal amount of 
probability that can be distributed among the elements in A ; it describes the total belief degree related to 
A  and constitutes an upper limit function on the probability of A , [16]. Thus in our case a fault it 
represents the total amount of belief that could be potentially placed in A  or the possible support to A  
about fault. Multiple evidences can be fused using Dempster’s combination rule or orthogonal sum of 
evidences, shown in Eq. (4). According to Dempster’s orthogonal rule [16], Suppose A , B  are two focal 
elements of   can be used to calculate the belief level for some new fault hypothesis C . We have: 
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k  represents a basic probability mass associated with conflicts among the sources of evidence. 
Decision making on faults can be obtained from two different information sources in the same frame of 
discernment  , according to Eq. (4). Note that 21 mmm  , which represents the combination of 1m  and 

2m  carries the joint information from the two sources. The above rule of evidence combination satisfies the 
following relationships: 
 

1221 mmmm   (6) 
 

321321 )()( mmmmmm   (7) 
 
2-2 IDENTIFY FAULT IN THE FRAME OF DISCERNMENT 

The frame of discernment is very important to relate the diagnosis objects, since the different 
hypotheses correspond to different requirements on measurements may lead to different frames of 
discernment. If we want to know whether a specific fault exists in an engine, we may construct the frame of 
discernment as follows:  Naa ,,1  , where ),...,2,1( Niai   is any subset of  , ia  would signify the 
fact that the presence of the i th fault.  

Assuming N  types of faults, and M  sensors, and for the sake of simplicity, suppose that all faults 
are independent of one another, and only one fault may occur in any given time.  
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Let  NaaaX ,...,, 21  represents the state of the engine; ia  is the i th type of fault that describes an aspect 
of the engine state. Thus, for N  types of faults (or engine states), the engine condition can be described by 

a matrix 
MNji Sad

V














),(
1 , where ),( ji Sad  is the evaluation of the engine state ia  ( Ni ,...,2,1 ) under 

the j th sensor jS  ( Mj ,...,2,1 ), which can be defined as Eq. (9). The fault prototypes matrix of engine 
state can be represent as follows: 
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Sensors vary in their ability to detect information that is relevant to the fault detection task. 

Differences in ability can be attributed to factors such as mounting variation as well as sensitivity. For 
example, when two vibration sensors are used to detect valve and bearing faults of an engine, one sensor 
can be mounted to the valve cover, the other sensor can be attached to a bearing seat. It is obvious that the 
first sensor is more sensitive to the valve condition than the bearing condition. However, the second sensor 
is expected to be more sensitive to the bearing condition than to the valve condition [1]. Thus the proposed 
evaluation is based on the Euclidean distance between each sensor measurements and all fault engine 
states, which can be defined as follows. 
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Where ),( ji Sad  is the distance between jS  and ia  (engine states). jlS  is a l th element of jS , 

jml ,,2,1  , jm  is the number of elements provided by the j th sensor, Mm j   and ila  is the i th 
state which is measured by l th sensor, Ni ,,2,1  , Ml ,,2,1  .  
Each row in matrix V  represents the distances between the measurements obtained from one sensor and all 
faults; each column of V  is the distances of one fault to all sensor measurements. 
 
2-3 IMPORTANCE WEIGHT OF EACH DECISION ALTERNATIVE  

Denote by j
kA  ( NttkMj 2;,,2,1;,,2,1   ) the set that consists of all focal elements under 

measurement sensor jS . For  ia , and 2 j
kA , if j

ki Aa  ; we propose 
),(

1)(
ji

j
j

kj Sad
wAm   as the 

probability of j
kA , it is defined as the j th fault, based on the information obtained from the k th sensor 

which jw  is adaptively weights based on ambiguity measures associated with information obtained from 

each sensor. jw  is defined as the importance weight of decision alternative for decision maker’s preference 
on the focal element. It can be obtained by applying Eqs. (10)-(12), [22]. Because   is the frame of 
discernment, which consist of all decision alternatives, we let the 1)( m , [23]. 

)(log
))((

1
t
AmH

w
j

kj
j   NttkMj 2;,,2,1;,,2,1    (10) 

where H  is Shannon entropy expression as following: 
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where:  
 

10  jw    
 
we normalize the obtained weight vector for M  sensor as follows: 
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3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT DECISION FOR FAULT STATES 

 
3-1 DST APPROACH FOR FRAME OF DISCERNMENT 

Usually the frame of discernment is take as a focal element, because the decision maker does not 
know the possible new evidence [24]. It assuming that the unknown evidence may let all decision 
alternatives have equal evaluation. In fault diagnosis of engine, we assume N  types of faults that describe 
N  aspects of the engine states. These types of fault are extracted from the information provided by the 
sensors. For example, 1S  may represent the signal acquired from a acceleration sensor. Another type 2S  
may represent the signal acquired from the water temp sensor, 3S  is the acoustic sensor and 4S  is the 
vibration sensor. The results from the four sensors (acceleration, water temp, acoustic, vibration), may be 
produced the same diagnosis conclusion or different conclusion. We want to acquire precise and reliable 
conclusion cues about potential faults. Thus, we need to obtain the preference relation among all decision 
alternatives about fault state. We denote the decision maker’s preferences based on faults belief intervals. 
These beliefs are calculated using the bpa values of all focal elements and the weights of importance of 
decision alternative which is defined by Eq. (10).  
From Table 1, the focal elements of engine states using four sensors are as follow: 
Result for focal element of the fault frame discernment for engine state are  31,aa ,  4a ,  5a , and  , 
using 1S  ; the focal elements of engine state using 2S  are  1a ,  42 ,aa ,  5a ,  31,aa , and  ; the focal 
elements of engine state using 3S  are  1a ,  52 ,aa , and  ; the focal elements of engine state using 4S  are 
 41,aa ,  2a ,  3a  and   
 

Table 1 Engine states extracted from three sensors 
Engine states 

1S (mV/s2) 2S (mg/l) 3S (db) 
4S (Hz) 

1a  
2674.3 383.6 157.9 731.8002 

2a  * 1739.5 157.3 726.2335 

3a  2674.3 * * 721.1286 

4a  1850.7 1739.5 * 731.8002 

4a  2669.3 2567.4 157.3 * 

 
3-2 BELIEF INTERVAL OF EACH DECISION ALTERNATIVE 

According to Eqs. (2) and (3),  )( iaBel  and  )( iaPl  are to determine the type of fault 
( Niai ,...,2,1,  ) based on multi-sensor as follows: 
 

   
 

 NiEmaPlsandEmaBel
EaaE

ii
ii

,...,2,1)()()()(  
  

(13) 
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By applying Eq. (13), we obtain the belief interval     )(),( ii aPlaBel , for all decision alternatives 
type of engine. The MADA problem with incomplete information for this case can be used.  )( iaBel  and 

 iaPl(  are lower and upper bounds of the probability to which ia  is supported the fault mode under the 
current evidence, respectively, [25]. If       0,0)(),( ii aPlaBel , then there is no evidence to support 
decision alternative about fault mode ia .       9.0,6.0)(),( ii aPlaBel  then the probability of exact 
support to fault mode ia  is 6.0 , and the maximal probability of possible support to fault mode ia  is 9.0 . 
 
3-3 RULES OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR DECISION ALTERNATIVES 

The degree of performance of  ia  over  ja  for each state is denoted by the belief interval of 
each fault state. Thus we can determine the preference relations among all decision alternatives on faults, 
based on their belief intervals. In this case the relative importances between two objectives (or focal 
elements) are equal. For example  31, aa  as compared with  4a  or  5a , using acceleration sensor, are 
equal in importance, so the corresponding preference coefficient for the importance weights of different 
decision alternative is one. 

Denote that the weights of importance of decision alternatives by Eq. (10) ( Mjw j ,...,2,1,  ), 
then the decision maker’s performances on the 1N  focal elements, i.e., }{ ia  ( Ni ,...,2,1 ) and  , are 
equal, thus the corresponding preference coefficient of focal elements under different decision alternatives 
is one. 
The decision making describes as the following steps to generate an overall assessment by aggregating 
subjective judgments. 
 

Step 1: Obtain the probability of all focal elements (or bpa) under four sensor measurement using 

),(
1)(

ji
j

j
kj Sad

wAm   where jw  is calculated according to Eq. (10) 

Step 2: Calculate the final the basic probability assignment (bpa) associated with j th fault, then normalize 
by 

k

j
kj

j
kj

j
kj AmAmAm )(/)()(  

Step 3: Calculate the  )( iaBel  and  )( iaPl  for  Ni ,...,2,1  
Step 4: Construct the belief interval     )(),( ii aPlaBel  of ia  for ),...,2,1( Ni   
Step 5: Determine the ranking of ia  ),...,2,1( Ni   in different decision alternatives and pair-wise 
comparison between belief intervals as follows: 
 
(1): The belief interval with maximum belief is chosen, this can be determined the maximum support rule 
of decision alternative ia  ),...,2,1( Ni  . 
(2): Ranking order of belief intervals are according to the shorter length of belief intervals. Belief intervals 
reflect the degree of belief that supports the decision alternatives about fault. Thus the highest confidence is 
assigned to the decision alternative from the fault state hypothesis with the maximum belief function and 
minimum belief interval.  
 
3-4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Obtained incomplete information, shown in Table 1. This incomplete information matrix implies 
the focal elements j

kA  under measurement sensors jS  ( 4,3,2,1j ). According to Table 1, the bpa values 
of all focal elements under each sensor can be obtained as follows: 
 

Sensor 1S : 
  3873.0),,(1 131 Saad     2444.0),(1 14 Sad  
  1615.0),(1 15 Sad   2068.0),(1 1 Sd   

Sensor 2S : 
  086.0),(1 21 Sad     2281.0),,(1 242 Saad  
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  2442.0),(1 25 Sad   4417.0),(1 2 Sd   
 

Sensor 3S : 
  0727.0),(1 31 Sad     2733.0),,(1 352 Saad  

654.0),(1 3 Sd   
 

Sensor 4S : 
  2669.0),,(1 441 Saad     2136.0),(1 42 Sad  
  1068.0),(1 43 Sad   4127.0),(1 4 Sd   

 
then, the weight vector of importance, after the normalization, can be obtained as follows: 
 

 2488.0,3307.0,2906.0,1298.0w  
 

Lesser weight is shown that the ambiguity measure associated with information obtain from sensor 
is down. As following, by applying Eq. (4), we can calculate the bpa values of all focal elements for engine 
states (fault types) by each sensor measurement. Thus after the normalization of the calculated bpa; all 
focal elements can be obtained as follows: 
 

21.0})({ 1  am   14.0}),({ 31  aam  
1.0})({ 2  am   046.0}),({ 41  aam  
054.0})({ 3  am  039.0}),({ 42  aam  
25.0})({ 4  am   03.0}),({ 52  aam  
184.0})({ 5  am  073.0)(  m  

 

where, 56.01  k  
 

According to Esq. (3) and (4), we can obtain the belief intervals     )(),( ii aPlaBel  of ia  as follows: 
 

state  1a :  469.0,21.0 , state  2a :  242.0,1.0 , state  3a :  267.0,054.0 , state  4a :  408.0,25.0 , 
state  5a :  287.0,184.0  
 

According to rules of performance evaluation, the ranking order of decision alternative about fault 
hypothesis in five state of engine is: 
 

state  3a  < state  2a  < state  5a  < state  1a  < state  4a  
 

above determined performance relations, as a rationally rules, can be obtained based on belief intervals. 
 

The framework of DS method makes it possible to deal with various decision matrixes, either 
complete or incomplete, certain or uncertain, using the belief structure, which allows decision makers to 
describe their evaluations on decision alternatives in a flexible, natural and reliable manner. 

For decision makers, the highest confidence is assigned to the decision from the decision 
alternatives with the maximum belief function and minimum belief interval; otherwise, the decision would 
be the one associated with the decision alternatives with maximum belief function. We refer to this rule as 
the rationality rule of performance evaluation among all decision alternatives. According to this rule, the 
decision would be to be in favor of state fault 4a . 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 

This paper discusses engine diagnosis system using multi-sensor implementation. The proposed 
method for engine diagnostic problem is based on DS method. This approach with incomplete information 
is applicable to an incomplete diagnosis decision matrix. We have considered the Minkowski distance 
measure and entropy weighting to calculate bpa or mass function in incomplete matrix of engine condition. 
The DS theory allows decision makers describe their evaluations on decision alternatives in accuracy of 
fault diagnosis. The proposed entropy weighting in DS approach develops method to evaluate the 
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performance of an incomplete decision matrix with uncertain values. Furthermore, we have applied rational 
diagnosis decision making rules on decision alternatives based on belief interval when the decision matrix 
is incomplete. To obtain the preference relations among all decision alternatives, we describe a mechanism 
to generate the rank of decision alternatives based on their belief intervals. 
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